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ABSTRACT

KRAS mutations are among the most common oncogenic abnormalities in cancer. Until recently, drug discovery pur-
suing KRAS did not produce therapeutic benefits for patients. Specific KRAS inhibitors, such as sotorasib and ada-
grasib, which bind covalently to codon 12 of substituted glycine to cysteine residue of the protein (G12C), have
been approved by the FDA recently for the treatment of lung cancers. Binding of these drugs to the protein inhibits
the activation of the GDP-bound inactive state to the GTP-bound active state. Phase 1/2 trials have shown potential
anti-tumor activity, particularly in patients with previously treated non-small cell lung cancer. Acquired resistance, on
the other hand, is inevitable, and the mechanisms include new KRAS mutations such as Y96D/C and other RAS-
MAPK effector protein abnormalities. “Adaptive Therapy,” an ecologically inspired concept, focuses on extending
the treatment-free period in a treatment course to delay the emergence of resistance. This review focuses on acquired
mechanisms of resistance to KRAS G12C inhibitors, as well as the application of adaptive therapy in the treatment of
KRAS-mutated patients to maintain acquired resistance sub-clones and extend progression-free survival.
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1 Introduction

Over the years, cancer treatment has tremendously improved with the emergence of novel treatment
strategies such as selective targeted therapies that bind to oncoproteins [1]. Approximately 27% of
diagnosed cancer patients are affected by the RAS family genes, namely, Kirsten rat sarcoma (KRAS),
Harvey rat sarcoma (HRAS) and neuroblastoma rat sarcoma virus (NRAS). For decades, mutated KRAS
was known to be undruggable due to the oncoprotein’s ability to independently hydrolyze guanosine
triphosphate (GTP), thus making it constantly activated for survival and proliferation in a cancer cell [2].
In addition, about 50% of patients with KRAS-mutant-driven tumours harbour the KRAS mutation at
codon 12, where substitution of glycine (G) to cysteine (C) often occurs (KRAS G12C). Additionally,
point mutations occur at codon 12, with aspartic acid (G12D) or valine (G12V) replacing glycine, and
these mutations are usually linked with nonsmokers [3,4]. In 2021, KRAS inhibitors such as sotorasib
(AMG510) and adagrasib (MRTX849) targeting G12C mutant protein became available, which earned a
breakthrough designation by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and is clinically approved for
treating KRAS G12C patients with metastatic lung cancer. The efficacy of sotorasib was referred to the
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CodeBreak-100 trial (NCT03600883). It reported an objective response rate (ORR) of 32% and a disease
control rate (DCR) of 88% among lung cancer patients [5]. Aside from that, the outcome from the
KRYSTAL-1 trial (NCT03785249) for adagrasib proved a promising outcome with an ORR of 45% [6].
Therefore, these drugs opened the door for many other drug discovery research aimed at KRAS
oncoproteins, with some undergoing preclinical and clinical trials [7]. However, acquired resistance
against targeted inhibitors has been shown to reduce therapeutic efficacy, and preclinical studies have
shown the signs of different levels of sensitivity to sotorasib and/or adagrasib [8,9]. Acquired resistance
to KRAS G12C inhibitors is expected, based on experience with other targeted treatments such as
tyrosine kinase inhibitors for mutated epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). Managing the
progression of drug resistance leads to the concept of “adaptive therapy”, aiming to benefit ecological
(varying in the tumour volume) and evolutionary dynamics (changes in cancer cell subclones) to prolong
the growth of resistant subclones and achieve progression-free survival in patients.

In this review, we focus on describing the recent reports of acquired and intrinsic resistance to KRAS
inhibitors, defining adaptive therapy, and how it can be implemented in clinical settings with future
KRAS inhibitors.

2 KRAS Drug Resistance

Drug resistance in cancer accounts for 90% of cancer-related mortalities because of poor drug treatment.
Despite promising drug discoveries in cancer treatment over recent years, resistance to cytotoxic
chemotherapeutic agents remains a hurdle in treating cancer in patients. They kill cancer cells by
destroying their DNA, but they have several drawbacks, including relatively high toxicity and a lack of
selectivity for non-cancer cells. The development of targeted therapies, such as KRAS G12C inhibitors,
has progressively become a trend in recent years to precisely target and halt cancer survival. Although
targeted therapy has been shown to be a highly successful treatment, the majority of patients acquire
resistance throughout the course of treatment and must be switched to an alternative therapeutic strategy
[10,11]. Therefore, this leads to the main reason that prevents cancer patients from achieving a complete
response to a treatment. The severity of cancer acquiring resistance is responsible for around 30%–55%
of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients’ dying from the disease due to relapse [12]. In addition,
50%–70% of ovarian adenocarcinoma patients experienced relapse within 1-year post-surgery [13].
Similarly, in a multi-center study, approximately 20% of paediatric acute lymphoblastic leukaemia
patients have developed recurrence due to resistance [14]. A better understanding of what and how
acquired resistance arises is important in enhancing KRAS G12C inhibitors in patients.

2.1 Acquired Resistance in KRAS
Cancer cells acquire resistance by modifying the amino acid residue of the drug binding site, thus

preventing further downstream inhibition. For example, this phenomenon hinders the binding site of
adagrasib in the hydrophobic pocket of codon 12 and is found in nearly 50% of NSCLC patients.
Concurrent point mutations in the form of G12V and G12C alleles have been documented in a NSCLC
patient. Similarly, some have reported having found KRAS G12A as well as KRAS G12W [15].
Nonetheless, KRAS G12C was reported to be a common activating mutation that is not eradicated by
drug exposure, as indicated by a consistent high allelic frequency in cell-free DNA, as compared to other
reported acquired emerging mutations [16].

2.2 KRAS Mutations Discovered
Other than mutational resistance at codon 12, novel discoveries have been found in multiple sites in the

KRAS switch-II adagrasib-binding pocket, namely, R68S; H95D; Y96C [15]. These mutations in the switch-
II pocket could result in disruption of the non-covalent binding interaction of adagrasib and additionally form
a weaker interaction between H95 residue and sotorasib, which was confirmed by X-ray crystallography.
Furthermore, in the Ba/F3 hybridoma cell line revealed concomitant mutations of KRAS G12C and novel
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pocket mutations such as R68S, H95D, H95Q, and Y96C that conferred resistance to adagrasib, as well as
R68S and Y96C to sotorasib. In contrast, H95D, H95Q, and H95R acquired mutations remained sensitive to
sotorasib [17]. As demonstrated by structural analysis [18], the Y96D residue, which corresponds to a
tyrosine substitution aspartate mutation at position 96, is able to have a collective vulnerability to the
various clinical KRAS G12C drugs. A report has suggested that point mutation Y96D prevents the
crucial hydrogen bond for the covalent binding of adagrasib’s pyrimidine ring and position 96 tyrosine
hydroxyl group. Furthermore, Y96D is believed to have the ability to make the switch-II pocket more
hydrophilic for the binding of adagrasib, thus reducing the efficacy of drug interaction. It also impacts
other KRAS G12C inhibitors, indicating that numerous drugs have common lability. The Y96D possesses
a functional role as an acquired resistance mechanism by allowing continuous KRAS activation and
resistance to KRAS G12C drugs with the evidence of preclinical ectopic insertion of KRAS G12C-
addicted cancer cell lines [16,18].

2.3 Intrinsic Resistance in KRAS
In medicine, intrinsic (primary) resistance is thought to be identical with “de novo resistance,” which

clinicians interpret as “from the start.” It is regarded as a poor first response to a drug in a patient who
has not previously undergone therapy, resulting in decreased efficacy, such as tyrosine kinase inhibitors
(TKI), over the course of treatment. In the clinic, where resistance is largely focused on when it occurs
rather than how it occurs, de novo resistance contradicts acquired (secondary) resistance. Patients with
colorectal cancer who were resistant to cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody that binds the extracellular
domain of EGFR, had a pre-existing KRAS mutation. Misale et al. hypothesised that the emergence of a
cetuximab resistant population could derive from selection of a pre-existing KRAS amplified or mutant
clone, or as the result of de novo acquisition of a KRAS mutation under the pressure of cetuximab
treatment. The percentage of KRAS mutant alleles detected in the resistant tumours ranged from 0.4% to
17% [19]. Aside from that, KRAS mutations have been designated to be a driver mutation in cancer, with
several publications demonstrating a low allelic frequency of KRAS concomitantly existing alongside
other driver mutations such as EGFR [20,21], and it was found that de novo KRAS G12C mutation was
present ranging from 0.2% [22] to 1.17% of detected samples (n = 6) [23,24]. Detecting de novo KRAS
mutation requires high sensitivity and specificity technology, and it was found that KRAS mutation was
absent using droplet digital PCR. However, with better technology, such as next-generation sequencing, a
variant allelic frequency as low as 3% was detected in EGFR-mutated patients [25]. As a result, the
existence of a de novo KRAS mutation on top of another driver mutation in early diagnosis influences
therapy decisions in overcoming tumour heterogeneity in cancer [26,27].

3 Continuous Therapy

Traditionally, cancer treatment has revolved around the notion of maximal cell killing as a way of
treating the disease or, at the very least, extending one’s life. The continuous dosing regimen criterion in
targeted therapies focuses on “hit-hard and hit-fast,” and the goal of killing as many cancer cells as
possible in the shortest amount of time may be evolutionarily naive due to natural selection of high drug-
selective pressure in facilitating cancer cell resistance mutations such as R68S, H95D, and Y96C.
Furthermore, one of the first-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors, erlotinib (150 mg/daily), has a
progression-free survival of approximately 13 months before the tumour progresses due to acquired
resistance mutation [28]. However, a case report described a patient receiving similar drug dosage
treatment who was able to safely maintain tumour burden for three years (4 weeks on/4 weeks off) before
tumour progression [29]. Although the continuous treatment strategy showed promising early clinical
results, the concept negates the tumour’s complex ecosystem, which contains normal cells as well as
areas with poor blood flow and oxygen content. An adequate dose is necessary to affect all cancer cells,
creating an environment where resistance sub-clones can emerge [30,31].
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3.1 Adaptive Therapy
A new cancer treatment paradigm, called “adaptive therapy,” substitutes “treatment-to-cure” with

“treatment-to-contain.” Sub-clonal survival is emphasised in this eco-evolutionary paradigm through
competitive interactions between sensitive and resistant cells [30,31]. Besides acquiring resistant mutations,
these cells downregulate their cellular fitness as a compensation. The cells possess increased rates of DNA
repair or other costly metabolic activities required to pump toxic drugs across cell membranes, which
results in a reduction in cellular growth rate. This phenomenon has been studied in vitro in a NSCLC cell
line, PC-9, that acquired the point mutation T790M, which is shown to proliferate roughly 1.22 times
slower than parental cells [32,33]. As a result, this leads to the general principle of adaptive therapy is that
treatment should be used to reduce the total cancer population below a certain symptomatic threshold
while sustaining a significant population of sensitive cells, and the extended treatment-free period allows
both sensitive and resistant cells to proliferate competitively for survival [34–36] (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Continuous therapy against adaptive therapy in administering anti-cancer drugs to delay complete
tumorigenic resistance. Continuous therapy: Upon diagnosis, continuous treatment will eventually
eliminate all sensitive cells and select for the growth of pre-existing (de novo) and acquired resistance
cells, eradicating cellular competition. Adaptive therapy: The combination of a prolonged treatment-free
period and a cellular fitness difference between sensitive and resistant cells creates a cycle of cellular
eradication, followed by regrowth, creating a stable tumour burden. The higher growth rate of sensitive
cells outcompetes resistant cells for nutrients and space during the elongated treatment-free period,
leading to the eradication of some resistant cells. Therefore, it delays the growth and emergence of both
de novo resistance cells and acquired resistance cells. Created with BioRender.com
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3.2 Clinical Evidence of Adaptive Therapy
In practise, the length of the adaptive cycle is largely consistent and manageable in each patient,

although it can range between 4 and 18 months depending on the number of subpopulations, their
proliferation rate, and the level of competition between subpopulations [37]. Furthermore, in a
preliminary clinical study, tumour burden stability in patients with prostate cancer could be maintained
with a treatment-to-failure period of at least 27 months and a drug accumulation decrease of 47% to 50%
of the conventional dose [37]. This study was also supported in patients with recurrent prostate cancer
[38] and metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer [39]. Adaptive therapy requires constant monitoring
of the tumour progression that is feasible and non-invasive to the patient. In the case of prostate cancer,
fluctuating levels of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) has been used as a biomarker to predict treatment
response, both in early-and advanced-stage prostate cancer. It was debated whether intermittent treatment
in prostate cancer with PSA monitoring was superior to continuous treatment in terms of efficacy and
toxicity safety [40–43]. Brady-Nicholls et al. demonstrated that their computational model could predict
clinical outcome with 81% accuracy using PSA dynamics in metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer
[44]. This shows that the model correlates PSA dynamics with tumour burden to understand the
mechanism of a patient’s evolving disease. Therefore, the correlation can provide ample time for
clinicians to provide alternative treatment options or dosages instead of continuously treating the tumour
to provide a better outcome with lower toxicity side effects. Designing dosage regimens to maintain a
constant tumour burden rather than total eradication requires a long-term, multi-layered strategy that goes
beyond the rapid therapeutic benefits of any one medication.

Adaptive therapy does not completely halt the development of resistance. In fact, it slows down the rate
at which cancer cells gain resistance with a prolonged treatment-free period owing to reduced drug exposure
[39–45]. In contrast, the lack of prolonged treatment-free time during the continuous administration of a
drug, such as sotorasib or adagrasib, results in an increased rate of cancer cells acquiring resistance
mutations and prevents patients from achieving a complete response to a drug [46,47]. In the long run,
this strategy has the potential for KRAS patients to be given the same treatment for a longer period,
safely maintaining a safe tumour burden that is financially feasible for patients and increasing
progression-free survival [48].

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The discovery of sotorasib and adagrasib targeting KRAS G12C paves the way for much more research
on KRAS (Table 1). However, drug resistance is inevitable, and resistance to sotorasib and/or adagrasib was
reported a few months after FDA approval. Immediately, a new problem arises: what type of drug should be
used to overcome the novel acquired resistance to KRAS inhibitors? Multiple clinical trials are in pursuit of
finding drug combinations and novel drugs to overcome resistance to KRAS G12C inhibitors or finding a
solution to extend progression-free survival. Even though adaptive therapy has not been applied in
KRAS-mutated patients yet, the theory behind adaptive therapy is a breath of fresh air in terms of
delaying the emergence of drug resistance, and by managing drug resistant sub-clones, it can be used
without fear of cancer tumours acquiring resistance in a short period. Additionally, the concept does not
promote a new set of drugs to do so; instead, it highlights treating a tumour with initial drug treatment
with the additional feature of elongating the treatment-free period. Finally, adaptive therapy has been
shown to be capable of preparing for the emergence of drug resistance and potentially leading to years of
progression-free survival, including being financially feasible for patients in the coming years of KRAS
inhibitor drug discovery.
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Table 1: Active clinical trials targeting KRAS point mutation

Title Clinical Trial ID* Citation

A Study of GFH925 in Patients with Advanced Solid Tumours with
KRAS G12C Mutations

NCT05005234 [49]

JAB-21822 Activity in Adult Patients with Advanced Solid Tumours
Harboring KRAS G12C Mutation

NCT05002270 [50]

Tarlox and Sotorasib in Patients with KRAS G12C Mutations NCT05313009 [51]

First-in-Human Study of JNJ-74699157 in Participants with Tumours
Harboring the KRAS G12C Mutation

NCT04006301 [52]

A Phase 1, Study of YL-15293 in Subjects with Advanced Solid
Tumours with a KRAS G12C Mutation

NCT05173805 [53]

Phase 3 Study of MRTX849 (Adagrasib) vs. Docetaxel in Patients
with Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer with
KRAS G12C Mutation

NCT04685135 [54]

Phase 2 Trial of MRTX849 Monotherapy and in Combination
with Pembrolizumab for NSCLC with KRAS G12C
Mutation KRYSTAL-7

NCT04613596 [55]

Phase 1/2 Study of MRTX849 in Patients with Cancer Having a
KRAS G12C Mutation KRYSTAL-1

NCT03785249 [56]

Mutant KRAS G12V-Specific TCR Transduced T Cell Therapy for
Advanced Pancreatic Cancer

NCT04146298 [57]

Study of LY3537982 in Cancer Patients with a Specific Genetic
Mutation (KRAS G12C)

NCT04956640 [58]

Study of JDQ443 in Patients with Advanced Solid Tumours
Harboring the KRAS G12C Mutation

NCT04699188 [59]

Bortezomib in KRAS-Mutant Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer in
Never Smokers or Those with KRAS G12D

NCT01833143 [60]

Note: *Data obtained from clinicaltrials.gov.
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